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The classic course  The classic course  
for a new generationfor a new generation

“From the start, 
pupils seem to 

identify with the 
characters and  

the topics.”

“The grammar  
topics are exactly  
what we want to  
teach our pupils.”“The quality of 

material that  
complements   

the book.”

Thousands of pupils  
have learnt English with Kid’s Box.

A generation, in fact!
What is it in the box that has helped busy
        primary teachers for so many years?

Now, there’s a new generation of young learners to educate, 
entertain and inspire. The Kid’s Box magic formula still has 

everything teachers and learners love, but now has new 
ingredients mixed in!
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The classic course  The classic course  
for a new generationfor a new generation



It's bigger,  it's brighter, It's bigger,  it's brighter, 
it's even better!it's even better!

The well-known and loved classic course maintains  
the personality and humour, and busy teachers can pick 

up the book and teach with confidence. New features 
and material mean it’s bigger, brighter and,  

to put it simply, even better!

So, what are the new ingredients  
for the new generation?
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It's bigger,  it's brighter, It's bigger,  it's brighter, 
it's even better!it's even better!



A visual extravaganza!A visual extravaganza!

The toys, Star family and friends are 
still your loyal assistants, but they’ve 
been re-imagined.

Children today live in a world of 
visual extravaganza, so to keep the 
children engaged, lessons need to 
be visually stimulating, too.

Up-to-date illustrations and photography, and almost 300 new videos bring the 
characters, stories, songs and grammar to life.

Level 2 story Level 3 story

Level 5 drama
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A  visual extravaganza!A visual extravaganza!



Kids Box New Generation 
is packed with almost 
300 new videos with up 
to 5 per unit.

Including story 
animations, grammar 
animations, Sounds 
and Spelling, CLIL 
videos and karaoke 
song.

All now easily accessible 
in Cambridge One.
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Sounds and Spelling video

Grammar video

Song video

CLIL video



Exploring the worldExploring the world

Brand new CLIL content and videos

Through CLIL, pupils learn useful knowledge and skills for maths, 
geography, art, science and sports, while engaging with topics 
critically and creatively. The projects on these pages encourage pupils 
to use and develop useful skills, such as planning and presenting.
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Language support on the page.
Projects linked to CLIL content.

Exploring the worldExploring the world



All the CLIL lessons 
are supported by 
documentary videos 
which present the 
content and the key 
language.

The focus is putting English into practice, 
not so much specific language learning.
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Sounds and spellingSounds and spelling
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Brand new phonics lessons contextualised  
with a video.

Spanish handwriting font  
in Levels 1 & 2

Sounds and spellingSounds and spelling
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Sounds and  
life skills 
In Levels 5 & 6 pupils  
focus on natural 
pronunciation and 
complete a Life 
Competencies  
speaking task. 
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Gentle exam preparationGentle exam preparation
Each unit of the Pupil’s Book prepares learners for their exam by 
practising the vocabulary and language they see on the exam. 

The  NEW  Exam folder at 
the back of the book, helps 
familiarise pupils with the 
level and task types in the 
exam. Warmer activities in the 
Teacher’s Book help introduce 
the language learners need to 
know before each task.

At the same time as 
having fun learners are 
constantly practising and 
becoming familiar with 
exam style-activities.

Gentle exam preparationGentle exam preparation
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The aim of Kid’s Box is a 
celebration of learning 
and knowledge as it is with 
the Cambridge English 
Qualifications

Practice Extra 
Practice Extra features one exam preparation activity 
per unit. This allows pupils to practise target language 
and exam techniques while working on their own.

Test Generator
The Test Generator 
includes even more exam 
tasks to support exam 
preparation.  
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English for SpanishEnglish for Spanish
Speakers EditionSpeakers Edition

Spanish handwriting font is 
provided in Levels 1 & 2  
in both the Pupil’s Book and  
the Activity Book

English for Spanish English for Spanish 
Speakers EditionSpeakers Edition
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Teacher’s Resources in 
Cambridge One

  Say it with me pronunciation 
and phonics activities focus on 
the most problematic sounds 
for Spanish speakers.

  Get it right! worksheets for 
levels 5 and 6 on common 
errors made by Spanish 
speakers, in order to help 
them avoid typical grammar, 
vocabulary and spelling 
mistakes.

  Learning Situations with 
Competency Evaluation 
templates.

  Key Competencies 
Activity Bank.
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The Cambridge Life Competencies 
Framework and the  
Key Competencies

Kid’s Box New Generation is 
aligned to the Cambridge Life 
Competencies Framework. The 
Framework outlines six key areas 
of competency that are important 
for both personal and educational 
development: creative thinking, 
critical thinking, learning to learn, 
communication, collaboration and 
social responsibilities.

Kid’s Box New Generation promotes the key 
competencies that children should acquire 
in Primary Education, following the National 
curriculum for the teaching of English in Spanish 
Primary schools. You will see icons that correspond 
to the key competencies on each page.

Emotional 
Development

Critical 
Thinking

CommunicationCollaboration

Creative  
Thinking

Learning to 
Learn

Social 
Responsibilities

Digital 
Literacy

The Cambridge 
Life Competencies
Framework

Collaboration

Introductory Guide 
for Teachers &  

Educational 
Managers

The Cambridge 
Life Competencies
Framework

Social  
Responsibilities

Introductory Guide 
for Teachers &  

Educational 
Managers

The Cambridge 
Life Competencies
Framework

Creative Thinking

Introductory Guide 
for Teachers &  

Educational 
Managers The Cambridge 

Life Competencies
Framework

Emotional  
Development

Introductory Guide 
for Teachers &  

Educational 
Managers
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These pages which follow every 
second unit specifically develop 
the Cambridge Life Competencies. 
The competency being developed 
is flagged at the bottom of each 
page.

The Values pages help pupils 
to appreciate cultural diversity, 
respect differences and develop 
human values.

Values and Life Skills  pagesValues and Life Skills  pages

The Values pages 
also encourage 
pupils to understand 
the importance 
of respecting and 
protecting our natural 
environment.

Values and Life Skills  pagesValues and Life Skills  pages
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Pupil's eBook:
Pupil’s eBook integrates the content of 
the print Pupil’s Book together with all the 
class audio and video for easy access on 
smartphones, tablets and laptops.
Pupils can find their eBook access code on 
the inside front cover of their Pupil’s Book.

Digital Pack:
Pupils can find the access code on the inside 
front cover of the Activity Book. 

  Practice Extra: These will motivate your learners with a learning path, 
bite-sized practice, games and achievement badges. Parents will also be able to 
view in-depth information on their children’s progress.

  Learner resources: all the videos, songs and audios from the course available  
for download.

Digital resourcesDigital resources
for learnersfor learners

Digital  resourcesDigital  resources
for learnersfor learners
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Teacher's Digital Pack:
Teachers can access digital content using a unique code found on the inside 
front cover of the Teacher's Book.  

  Test Generator: Features downloadable ready-made 
mixed-ability tests and allows teachers to build their 
own exams.  

  Teacher Resources: includes all the audio, worksheets 
and additional photocopiable activities to supplement 
your classes. Extra resources for the ESS edition.

  Practice Extra: Teachers can set homework and track 
each pupil’s progress. Provides grammar, vocabulary 
and skills practice a way that rewards and motivates 
young learners.

  Kahoots! (all levels) Online quizzes to liven up classes 
through fun competition.

Digital resourcesDigital resources
for teachersfor teachers

  Presentation Plus: Digital front-of-
class presentation, with: 

•  interactive versions of the 
Pupil’s Book and Activity Book, 
with embedded audio, video 
and activities.

•  PDF version of the Teacher’s 
Book for easy access.

•  games, song videos and 
karaoke versions are available. 

•  stories: new animations recycle 
and reinforce the vocabulary 
and language from the unit.

•  digital flashcards available for all levels. 

Digital  resourcesDigital  resources
for teachersfor teachers



  Pupil’s Book with eBook
It presents and practises new language through 
amusing stories, fantastic songs and activities 
providing an enjoyable and confident start to  
learning English.

 Home Booklet
It helps children revise what they have learnt in 
an enjoyable way and share it with their parents. 
A Picture Dictionary and letters to parents are 
also provided.

  Activity Book with Digital Pack
Now in colour, it covers the target language from 
the Pupil’s Book. One exam practice activity per 
unit and it is packaged with the Home Booklet.

If you want to experience a fully digital class with 
complete tracking, Kid’s Box New Generation also offer 
the possibility to use Digital Books. These books can be 
used online and offline and are both multiplatform and 
multi-device.

Digital Pupil’s Book and Activity Book
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Pupil’s  componentsPupil’s  componentsPupil’s  componentsPupil’s  components



Digital components on Cambridge One

  Teacher’s Book with  
Digital Pack 

It makes your lesson planning 
and teaching experience as 
straightforward as possible. 
The Digital Pack for the teacher, 
accessible via a code in the 
Teacher’s Book, is designed 
to be flexible and offers rich 
support for the classroom. 

Easy and flexible access to digital resources across all your devices, in one place, plus motivating  
bite-sized mobile content and time-saving tools for marking homework, creating classes and 
tracking students' progress.

  Presentation Plus
  Test Generator

  Teacher Resources 
  Practice Extra

  Kahoot! quizzes

 Posters
There are 8 colourful poster 
which focus on key language 
from the Pupil’s Book, providing 
teachers with an eye-catching, 
engaging resource for language 
practice.

 Flashcards
A fun way to help learners 
practise the unit vocabulary. 
See the Teacher’s Book for 
suggestions on how to use them 
in class. Available for levels 
Starter to 4.
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Level 2

33333

camera
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Level 2

33333

kite
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lorry / truck
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Level 2

33333

alien

car
ball

computer

drum

bike

train

doll

Favourite toys33333

horse

dog fish mouse

cat

bird

Our pets55555

Teacher’s componentsTeacher’s components



Watch the video!Watch the video!Watch the video!Watch the video!

cambridge.es/kidsboxng-whatsnew


